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Getting Started ~ Mixing paint before notes
In the color wheel, there are two groups of
colors: warm and cool. In general, colors in the
same family mix together nicely. (Try this with the
colors in front of you!) In contrast, when a warm
color is mixed with a cool color, the colors clash to
make a dull tone of brown. (Try this as well!)
This idea works in music too. In music,
families of notes are called scales. What scales do
you know? Within each scale there are notes that
mix nicely together (like warm + warm) and notes
that create clashing brown sounds (like warm + cold). These clashing notes create
something that musicians call “dissonance.” Sometimes a musician actually wants
to create a clashing dissonant sound, just like an artist may actually want to
create a dull brown color. (Listen to your teacher demonstrate dissonant notes.)
Right now we are going to focus on using notes in the same warm/cool group
to create sounds that are not dissonant and do not clash. We are going to use
these note families to help us improvise! What is improvisation? Well, I’m glad
you asked! Check out the next page——>>>
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Warm and Cool Colors in Art
These two paintings are by an
artist named Claude Monet.
Monet was known as an
Impressionist artist, because he
painted images that captured
the impression of sunlight and
atmosphere on a landscape.

Claude Monet: Rouen Cathedral,
the West Portal and SaintRomain Tower, Full Sunlight,
Harmony in Blue and Gold,
painted 1893, Oil on canvas,

These paintings show the
same cathedral. Which painting
uses mostly cool colors? Warm
colors? What do the color
families (warm or cool) tell us
about these scenes of the
cathedral? What time of day or
season do you think each image
is showing?

Claude Monet: Rouen Cathedral,
Symphony in Grey and Rose,
1892, oil on canvas, National
Museum of Whales, Cardiff, UK

Nov let’s Improuise!
What is improvising?

To improvise is to create
something without planning it ahead of time. In order
to be successful with your improvising, it is important
to have pre-set guidelines.

Improvise with ART first!

Let’s create a small art picture. Set up your
guidelines—what colors do you want to use? Warm or cool? How much
of the page do you want to fill up? Now keep those things in mind, and
create your art!
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Let’s Get Playing! Starting with the D MAJOR SCALE:

D E F# G A B C# D

The notes in Magenta create a
D Pentatonic Scale: D E F# A B
How many sides does a pentagon have?

~ 5 !

Then how many notes does a pentatonic
scale have?
~ 5 notes!
(the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 6th notes of a major scale)

The pentatonic scale is a group of notes that mix nicely
together (like warm + warm; or cool + cool).
Practice playing the D-Major Pentatonic Scale:

D E F# A B D
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Improvise with MUSIC now!
Time to set up our guidelines!

You created art with colors,
so now we are going to create music with notes. We will use
notes in the D major pentatonic scale. Remember the scale?
D

E

F#

A

B

D

The next guideline is deciding on a rhythm for the bow.
Let’s use Peanut Butter Sandwich!

Now Pick up your Instrument!
Let’s play!

The teacher will play a long D drone (a drone is a
continuous note that is a foundation for other notes). You are
free to improvise with the notes in the pentatonic scale.

Remember your guidelines:
Notes: D E F# A B D
Rhythm: Peanut Butter Sandwich
Keep in mind, there are no wrong ways to improvise.
It is fun to improvise because you can never make mistakes!

~ Feel free in your playing and enjoy creating music ~

